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INVESTMENT OUTLOOK
OVERVIEW
Global financial markets closed out April with an impressive rally from March lows, on the back of bold
policy action by governments and central banks around the globe. On the Covid-19 front, both the US and
Europe showed signs of slowing infections towards the end of the month, prompting governments to
convene talks about gradually reopening their economies. Meanwhile, central banks and governments
continued to extend more stimuli to combat the economic damage and reassure market stability. Developed
markets saw both equities and bonds rebounding while emerging markets remained under significant stress.
S&P 500 index posted the best monthly gain of 12.6% since the 1980s while corporate bond spreads
retraced more than 50% of the losses. The energy sector however was hit badly as oil prices plunged on
fears of storage capacity constraints and dwindling global demand. On the corporate front, it was the most
disappointing earnings season in years, with more pain lying ahead for the most leveraged, weaker players.
The COVID-19 associated shutdowns and deepening recession would bring corporate margins under pressure
in the coming months.
At present, there is rising disconnect between financial markets’ performance and real economy, with first
quarter GDPs in US and Eurozone contracting sharply. Against this backdrop, global markets lack direction,
and gains realized so far could prove temporary. Given still elevated uncertainty levels, it seems warranted
to focus on quality and resilience, in companies and strategies able to weather the economic storm.

MACRO BACKDROP






The US GDP plummeted at an annualized rate of 4.8% in 1Q20, the lowest reading since the 8.4%
plunge in Q4 of 2008 during the worst of the financial crisis. Business investments collapsed 8.6%, but
the biggest drag on growth was the 7.6% decline in household consumption, given that consumption
accounts for 70% of US GDP. Net foreign trade provided a small offset as imports fell more quickly than
exports due to weak domestic demand.
Eurozone economy contracted more-than-expected by 3.8%q/q in 1Q20, following the imposed
lockdowns to curb the spread of COVID-19 infections. Within the region, Spain and France recorded the
worst contractions at 5.2% and 5.8%, respectively. Eurozone inflation meanwhile slowed to 0.4%y/y in
April from 0.7% in March, which stands way below the ECB's target of 2%.
In UK, damage from COVID-19 was evident in retail sales figures, which suffered a drop of 4.3%y/y in
March, marking the biggest monthly decline since 1995. Following which, inflation dropped to 1.5%y/y
in March from 1.7%y/y in previous month, with additional pressure coming from weak energy prices.

ASSET ALLOCATION STRATEGY








As the pace of Covid-19 spread starts to slow, governments around the world are contemplating easing
lockdown measures, to try to put a halt to economic pain. Yet current social distancing guidelines would
remain in place for the next few months, preventing a quick restart to economic activity. Therefore, we
keep our Neutral view on the US, Europe and the UK unchanged while maintaining Caution on EMs and
GCC equities.
Extraordinary stimulus from the central banks globally should help avert a credit crisis and keep
economies afloat. Among corporate bonds, high quality credit in the US and Europe should remain well
supported by the stimulus programs in place. Meanwhile, developed market sovereign bonds would
continue trading at low levels amidst the low, even negative interest rates. We keep our Neutral view
on US Treasuries and on both US and EU IG corporate debt, but hold Caution on vulnerable EM debt.
Brent crude oil prices would remain exceptionally weak in the near-term, trading in the range of $25$35/bbl until economic activity resumes across major parts of the globe. Meanwhile, the supply side
adjustment would become visible in due course. Amongst precious metals, we expect gold to stay
supported owing to elevated uncertainty. Among base metals, copper may extend its gains as China
resumes its industrial activity amidst tighter supply chains.
We hold our Neutral view with a Positive tilt on USD unchanged, as the greenback would play a
defensive role considering rising COVID-19 related vulnerabilities and weakening fundamentals
elsewhere. EUR is expected to trade sideways as the emergency relief packages by the EU leaders should
help shore up the economy, especially as lockdown measures begin to ease. GBP could gain support
from government stimulus and potential extension of Brexit transition period. However, EM currencies
are unlikely to experience relief in the near term as deteriorating public finances and outlooks continue
to exacerbate capital outflows.
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ASSET CLASS VIEWS CHART
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Rationale

Markets worldwide recover even as uncertainty from COVID-19
remains high; US leads global markets recovery as Fed backstop
buoy investors’ optimism; some economies contemplate partial
lifting of lockdowns
Central banks unprecedented QE to support credit markets; Rise
in government borrowings could steepen yield curves
Fundamental outlook for oil remains bearish as global
lockdown disrupts demand; Bullish momentum in gold to
continue amidst lingering volatility
USD to gain as a defensive play; weakness in GBP to persist;
capital flight to exacerbate decline in EM currencies
Markets rally as Fed champions economic support measures;
valuations remain high; all eyes on re-openings
Cautious re-opening on cards; Germany shows way to fight the
virus; members agree to common stimulus
Coronavirus risks loom amid transition away from EU; Brexit
transition period might be extended
Growth to take a beating amid virus outbreak; uncertainty over
individual members ability to weather economic crisis
Oil crisis battering the region; public finances strained; doubts
over continuity of reforms
Uncertainty prevails, but we see limited room for rally as policy
rate is already at lower bound
EU leaders rescue fund could ease economic stress; ECB’s
additional bond purchases to support peripheral debt
UK government borrowings to surge hence yield curve could
steepen; Brexit transition period could extend
Monetary and fiscal measures should help avert credit crisis;
spreads look attractive; focus on quality credits remains key
Fed purchases may limit default risk and encourage supply;
advocate caution considering rating migrations
EU credits to benefit from the ECB’s backstop; favour selective
approach due to gloomy economic outlook
EM credit risk is on the rise due to rising public debt, highly
leveraged private sector and deteriorating economic outlook
Lacklustre demand and storage capacity constraints; OPEC+ to
cut production in May and June
Gold to remain supported on risk aversion
USD to deliver defensive value amidst on-going fragility
elsewhere; Fed’s liquidity injections could trim demand
ECB stimulus could ease some pressure on EUR, upside remains
limited amid EU frictions over additional aids
BOE’s temporary monetary financing should not be perceived as
negative for GBP, Possible Brexit extension is positive news
Easing monetary and fiscal policies to battle the COVID-19
impact could see potential capital flight exacerbating currency
declines

*▲- Positive, = - Neutral, ▼- Cautious, =▲Neutral with a Positive Tilt =▼ Neutral with a Negative Tilt

#IG – Investment grade, HY – High yield; EMs – Emerging Markets
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EQUITIES
As the pace of Covid-19 spread starts to slow, governments around the world are contemplating easing
lockdown measures, to try to put a halt to economic pain. Yet current social distancing guidelines are
expected to remain in place for the next few months, preventing a quick restart to economic activity.
Therefore, we keep our Neutral view on the US, Europe and the UK unchanged while maintaining
Caution on EMs and GCC equities.

IS FED CHAMPIONING MARKETS’ RALLY?
The S&P 500 index displayed strong performance,
rebounding ~11% in April after falling ~34% from
its highs as the COVID-19 crisis erupted. While
COVID-19 related uncertainty remains at its peak,
the Fed provided extraordinary economic stimulus
measures. After cutting its lower end of the interest
rate target to zero and committing to an openended purchase of treasury securities, the Fed came
up with another ~USD2tn stimulus in the form of
additional loans to a broader range of businesses.
The markets have also been buoyed to some extent
from the possibility of partial lifting of lockdowns in
less affected states.
Amidst the optimism, the US economy remains
severely challenged with over 30mn workers filing
for unemployment claims in the past 6 weeks.
Consumer spending took a major blow as March
retail sales fell by record 8.7% y/y. The economic
data in the coming months is likely to confirm the
enormous damage. Corporate earnings are
projected to fall ~15% in 1Q20, with a further
possible decline in the coming quarters.
Nevertheless, the current rally suggests that
investors might be already looking past the current
economic stress. We, however, remain mindful of
steepening valuations (1yr fwd P/E 21x) and keep
our Neutral view on US equities.
Exhibit 1: Major MSCI Indices
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EUROPE: IN NEED OF CONCERTED EFFORT
The sheer diversity of member nations in the EU is
posing significant challenges for the bloc in coming
up with a plan to ease the fallout of the Covid-19
on the eurozone economy. The ECB has already
pledged a virtually unlimited supply of bondbuyback. The affluent member nations such as
Germany and France have contributed billions of
Euros in economic stimulus. More recently, and
after deliberate negotiations, EU members also
agreed to create a common €540bn fund to provide
COVID-19 relief across the EU. Nevertheless, there
Mashreq Gold

remains scepticism regarding the adequacy of
measures particularly for weak members such as
Italy and Spain, who have been hit the hardest.
Meanwhile, some economies are expected to reopen, albeit cautiously, as the curve flattens,
particularly in Germany. We believe the success of
these re-openings will largely determine market
performance in the near term. The STOXX-600
index registered a cautious gain of ~7% in April.
We thus maintain our Neutral outlook on European
(ex-UK) equities.
We similarly maintain our Neutral outlook on UK
equities. The FTSE 100 index has mirrored its
European peers in market performance. The Brexit
negotiations are likely to get extended as the
COVID-19 crisis deepens in the UK.

EMS: FACING CHALLENGES
China GDP shrank 6.8% in 1Q20, registering a
decline for the first time since 1992, when it started
disclosing quarterly GDP data. The Chinese
government has allowed businesses to resume
work after successfully containing the COVID-19
spread, but consumers remain apprehensive
towards spending. Meanwhile, the virus continues
to spread across other key EMs such as India, Brazil
and Russia, thereby severely restricting the
economic activity and raising fears of rising
unemployment. The massive fall in oil prices too
has dealt a severe blow to oil producers. While
developing countries have announced varying
measures to help fight the slowdown, we believe
EM economies will likely face rising challenges
from the ensuing lockdowns and mounting fiscal
challenges. Thus, are Cautious on EM equities.

GCC: OIL RAISES ECONOMIC STRESS
The debilitating impact of the plunge in oil prices is
being felt across the region, particularly in Saudi
Arabia, which is already grappling to balance its
public finances. Low oil prices coupled with recent
production cuts have the potential to significantly
widen Saudi’s budget deficit, which recorded a
deficit of USD 9bn in the first quarter, in addition to
depleting its foreign reserves to the lowest level
seen since 2011. The globally imposed travel
restrictions are also hurting Dubai’s fragile realty
sector. Overall, low crude prices are threatening to
derail the governments’ ambition to stimulate nonoil-based growth. Therefore, we maintain our
Cautious outlook on GCC equities
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FIXED INCOME
Extraordinary stimulus from the central banks globally should help avert a credit crisis and keep
economies afloat. Among corporate bonds, high quality credit in the US and Europe should remain well
supported by the stimulus programs in place. Meanwhile, developed market sovereign bonds would
continue trading at low levels amidst the low, even negative interest rates. We keep our Neutral view
on US Treasuries and on both US and EU IG corporate debt, but hold Caution on vulnerable EM debt.

DM SOVEREIGN YIELDS TO STAY LOW
The near-zero interest rates across developed
economies combined with unprecedented bond
purchase programmes of central banks have kept
sovereign bonds yields trading at extremely low
levels during April. The 10-year Treasury yield held
relatively well, albeit trading below 1% level.
Despite massive fiscal borrowings, the 10-year UK
Gilt yield narrowed 13bps. Safe-haven German
Bund yield tightened 12bps and hit one-month low,
as macroeconomic data highlighted the blow being
felt by the coronavirus crisis.
Exhibit 2: 10-year Benchmark Sovereign Yields
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Despite Fed’s latest commitment to extend as much
support for a smooth functioning of markets, a
stealthy tapering of Treasury purchases (average
$15bn per day from $75bn per day) and positive
news of partial lifting of lockdowns could boost
yields, mainly in long-term Treasuries. However,
unusual spike in unemployment benefit claims
suggests that US economy is plunging deeper into
recession, while inflation continues to decelerate to
1.5%y/y in March. Consumer sentiments have also
weakened considerably, which may further
pullback spending. As a result, the Federal Reserve
announced its intention to keep interest rate near
zero over the next few months. That said,
deteriorating economic prospects should underpin
demand for Treasuries, especially when negative
yields persist elsewhere across developed markets.
In the Eurozone, ECB continues its QE while offering
more purchases from vulnerable countries like Italy
and Spain. Eurozone leaders provided an
emergency Covid-19 relief package of €540bn
while the European Council announced plans to put
in place a recovery fund, which is due for detailed
discussion in May. Also, the easing of some
restrictive measures in Germany should reduce
economic stress across the Eurozone to some
extent. Hence, we hold our cautious view on
German bunds. Meanwhile in the UK, with key
interest rate already near zero, the government
Mashreq Gold

plans to borrow even more than outlined over the
subsequent three months, which should most likely
lead to a steepening of the yield curve.
Nevertheless, demand could emerge from
uncertainty around an EU trade deal and a possible
extension of Brexit transition period beyond
December 2020. Thus, we are Neutral on UK Gilts.

CREDIT SPREADS REVERSE COURSE
Following the unusual sharp sell-off in March, the
corporate debt market cut back some of the losses
in April as central banks announced additional
liquidity support to ensure smooth credit flows. The
US investment grade (IG) option-adjusted spread
(OAS) and high yield (HY) OAS narrowed -70bps
and -136bps to +202bps and +775bps, respectively.
However, HY debt was the most vulnerable on
collapse in oil prices, which represents a major
portion of the index. Likewise, European IG and HY
spreads tightened -52bps and -142bps to +186bps
and +636bps, respectively. Given the Fed and ECB
backstop and attractive credit spreads, we favour
quality credits but remain watchful of rising
pressure on profit margins amidst the economic
downturn. Meanwhile, the Fed also committed to
conduct purchases of falling angels while the ECB
eased collateral requirements to include HY
securities, providing support to SMEs. However,
rising credit rating downgrades are pushing more
corporate debt into HY, making it difficult for the
market to absorb the glut of HY credit. Also, those
credits rated BB and below are at a higher risk of
seeing further deterioration in their credit ratings.
Hence, we keep Caution on HY credits.

EMs OUTLOOK TAKES A NEGATIVE TURN
Emerging market witnessed a slight uptick in
demand towards April-end on news of additional
stimulus and rate cuts by select EM central banks.
The 10-year benchmark bond (-186bps) of Turkey
was the leading performer, followed by Brazil (143bps) and Russia (-16bps). However, EM
sovereign and corporate debts are less attractive in
light of ballooning government balance sheets and
private debt. Furthermore, prolonged lockdowns in
key countries, except for China, continue to darken
economic prospects. That said, the concerted
aggressive measures of central banks and
governments would not be sufficient to cover up
the economic damage from COVID-19. Hence,
capital flight from these countries is inevitable with
currency depreciation being the key headwind.
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COMMODITIES
Brent crude oil prices would remain exceptionally weak in the near-term, trading in the range of $25$35/bbl until economic activity resumes across major parts of the globe. Meanwhile, the supply side
adjustments would become visible in due course. Amongst precious metals, we expect gold to stay
supported owing to elevated uncertainty. Among base metals, copper may extend its gains as China
resumes its industrial activity amidst tighter supply chains.

OIL PRICES FACE PERSISTENT SUPPLY
WORRIES
Oil witnessed extreme volatility during April. The
WTI oil price made history with an unprecedented
plunge into negative territory, touching -$35.63/bbl
in futures market on 20th April due to a technical
trading glitch ahead of oil futures expiry, but
managed to rebound into positive territory at
$20/bbl toward month-end. For the week ended
24th April, US inventories had jumped by 10mn
barrels taking the total to 510mn barrels, while
production for the week showed a decline of 1mn
bpd. Dearth in oil demand amidst global lockdown
and travel bans has further strained storage
capacities on supply side, which continue to
pressure oil prices even lower. The benchmark
Brent crude oil prices lost about 21.3% in April.
Exhibit 3: Brent and WTI Price Movement
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seven-year highs at $1,780/oz. Bullish outlook
remains supported as central banks as well as
governments globally continue to flood markets
with massive liquidity. Going further, the rally
would stay supported as long as uncertainty
persists and investors maintain demand for the
safe-haven asset. Nonetheless, the gradual reopening of economies could pose a downside risk,
potentially paring back some of the gains.
Additionally, any liquidity crunch could lead to a
deflationary threat adding to the downside
pressure. That said, gold should remain in investors’
portfolios as a defensive play, until uncertainty
begins to fade. Therefore, we hold a Neutral view
with a Positive Tilt on gold.
Mirroring gold’s performance, silver prices too rose
by 5.9% to $15.3/kg, after a sharp drop to 2009
lows, as the Fed extends a limitless QE in response
to the global crisis. Palladium (-13.7%) was the
worst performer among precious metals.
Exhibit 4: Gold Price Movement
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Responding to a dire situation across the oil
industry, OPEC+ agreed to cut oil production by
9.7mn bpd in May and June. Meanwhile, the IEA
urged oil consumers to help balance supply and
demand by filling up their Strategic Petroleum
Reserves (SPR), to which China, India, Korea and US
have offered to park unwanted barrels temporarily.
While supply side adjustments would be seen in
due course, rebalancing in oil market will largely
depend on demand recovery, which is expected to
remain muted during the lockdown period. Hence,
exceptionally weak oil prices would continue to
persist in the short-term trading in the range of
$25-$35/bbl and would gain momentum only once
economies begin to re-open, specifically in China,
US and Europe, where the pandemic appears to
have attained its peak.
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COPPER LIKELY TO EXTEND GAINS
The pressure on base metal prices remains high as
the virus outbreak disrupts trade and global supply
chain dynamics. The higher inventories and weak
demand outlook saw aluminium prices decline a
modest 1.7% for the month. However, copper
prices exhibited resilience and hit one-month high,
gaining 6.9% in April, as China resumed industrial
production activity amidst the COVID-19 related
supply disruptions. In our view, the partial
resumption of activity in China may extend the
gains in copper, but overall the base metals should
continue to face challenging conditions over the
next few months due to weak global demand.

GOLD AT FRESH SEVEN YEAR HIGH
Amidst looming deep recession fears, gold
continued to clock gains in April touching fresh
Mashreq Gold
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CURRENCIES
We hold our Neutral view with a Positive tilt on USD unchanged, as the greenback would play a
defensive role considering rising COVID-19 related vulnerabilities and weakening fundamentals
elsewhere. EUR is expected to trade sideways as the emergency relief packages by the EU leaders
should help shore up the economy, especially as lockdown measures begin to ease. GBP could gain
support from government stimulus and potential extension of Brexit transition period. However, EM
currencies are unlikely to experience relief in the near term as deteriorating public finances and
outlooks continue to exacerbate capital outflows.

USD PLAYS A DEFENSIVE ROLE

GBP EXHIBITS MIXED PERFORMANCE

In April, USD pared back some of its recent gains as
the US Dollar Index (DXY) fell below the 100 mark
to 99.6 from previous month’s high of 101, amidst
retracement in volatility as more countries consider
reopening their economies, albeit gradually. The
large levels of liquidity injections have stalled the
upward rally in USD as Fed’s balance sheet
expanded to $6.6tn from $4.3tn in mid-March, with
the bulk of expansion coming from increased
Treasury purchases. Despite the FOMC keeping its
policy rate pegged near zero, we believe that
vulnerability across majority of EMs would continue
to lend support to the greenback. Therefore, we
hold our Neutral view with a Positive bias on the
greenback.

The GBP slightly recovered against the USD in April
but was down against the EUR due to lack of
lockdown easing news. The BOE’s temporary
agreement to lend the government for its COVID-19
spending plans to keep markets afloat is unlikely to
have adverse implications on GBP, since monetary
and fiscal stimulus should lead to economic
rebound in the post-lockdown phase. Additionally,
Brexit negotiations seem to have hit a temporary
impasse due to the government’s focus on dealing
with the pandemic. Calls for extending Brexit
transition have thus gathered momentum, which
may also be modestly positive for GBP. Therefore,
we change our view to Neutral from Cautiously
Neutral on GBP, expecting it to remain sensitive to
UK’s lockdown exit strategy.

Exhibit 5: G-10 Currencies (M/M Change)
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Exhibit 6: EM Currencies vs. USD (M/M Change)
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EUR REFUSES TO SURRENDER TO USD
USD pair has been trading in a narrow range and
lately gained some momentum on the back of
optimism about Eurozone’s coronavirus statistics
and announcement of gradual reopening of major
economies. The EUR has also benefitted from a
little reprieve from Eurozone debt stress after S&P
avoided downgrading Italy while Fitch kept the
rating one notch above Junk status. Furthermore,
European Central Bank’s (ECB) latest meeting
indicated additional purchases of securities if need
be, shrugging off concerns that stimulus would be
exhausted by late summer. All these factors
together would prevent a material build-up in the
EUR risk premium; however, the gains may be offset
as division within the EU over aid financing
continues. Therefore, we continue to keep our
Neutral view on the EUR unchanged.

Mashreq Gold

EM CURRENCIES CONTINUE TO TUMBLE
Emerging market currencies continue to tumble
amidst deteriorating economic outlook. EM Central
banks are tapping their reserves to stem a decline
in their currencies as the pandemic induces a rush
into the USD as a safe-haven. Turkish Lira (TRY) was
the worst performer, as larger than expected rate
cut (10bps) led to massive capital outflows. Latin
American space continues to face rising casualties,
more so because of currencies’ linkage to
commodity prices. However, commodity-linked
Russian Rouble (RUB) fared well in April due to
central bank’s multiple forex interventions. The
economic relief measures across EMs are exerting
severe pressure on public finances. In our view,
aggressive monetary and fiscal stimulus to battle
the COVID-19 impact could induce more capital
outflows and in turn exacerbate currency declines.
Thus, we are Cautiously Neutral on EM currencies.
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CHARTS
Exhibit 7: US-GDP growth (q/q annualised)

Exhibit 8: US-CPI and PPI (y/y change)
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Exhibit 9: US-Unemployment rate

Exhibit 10: US-Avg. Hourly earnings (y/y change)
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Exhibit 11: Eurozone-GDP growth (y/y change)

Exhibit 12: Eurozone-CPI and PPI (y/y change)
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Exhibit 13: UK-GDP growth (y/y change)

Exhibit 14: UK-CPI and PPI (y/y change)
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TABLES
Key Forecasts
12-month forward
estimates (Bloomberg)
3,194
388
6,936
1.19%
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17.25
1.1303
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April 2020
S&P 500 Index
Stoxx Europe 600 Index
FTSE 100 Index
10-Year US Treasury (Yield)
10-Year UK Gilt (Yield)
10-Year German Bund (Yield)
Brent ($/bbl)
WTI ($/bbl)
Gold ($/oz)
Silver ($/kg)
w GBP/EUR
GBP/USD
EUR/USD
USD/JPY

2,940
347
6,115
0.64%
0.23%
-0.59%
23.70
18.84
1,686.5
14.9
1.1497
1.2594
1.0955
107.18

Change
▲+9.67%
▲+14.10%
▲+17.54%
▲+55bps
▲+42bps
▲+36ps
▲+105.06%
▲+138.85%

▼-2.88%
▲+15.23%

▼-1.69%
▼-0.58%
▲+1.13%
▼-1.02%

Source: Bloomberg

Upcoming Macroeconomic Indicators*
Date of
Release
4-May-20
5-May-20
5-May-20
5-May-20
6-May-20
6-May-20
7-May-20
8-May-20
12-May-20
13-May-20
13-May-20
14-May-20
15-May-20
15-May-20
15-May-20
15-May-20
19-May-20
20-May-20
20-May-20
4-May-20

Country/
Region
United States
Eurozone
United States
United States
Eurozone
Eurozone
China
United States
China
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
Japan
China
China
Eurozone
Japan
United Kingdom
Eurozone
United States

Indicator

Period

Factory Orders
PPI YoY
Trade Balance
Markit US Composite PMI
Markit Eurozone PMI
Retail Sales YoY
Trade Balance
Unemployment Rate
PPI YoY
Industrial Production YoY
GDP YoY
RICS House Price Balance
PPI YoY
Industrial Production YoY
Retail Sales YoY
Employment YoY
Industrial Production YoY
CPI Core YoY
CPI Core YoY
Factory Orders

Mar
Mar
Mar
Apr F
Apr F
Mar
Apr
Apr
Apr
Mar
1Q P
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr
1Q P
Mar F
Apr
Apr F
Mar

Bloomberg
Survey
-9.20%
-2.70%
-$41.0b
-13.5
-5.00%
$15.80b
16.00%
-2.60%
----2.10%
-5.90%
-----9.20%

Last

Impact

0.00%
-1.30%
-$39.9b
27.4
13.5
3.00%
$19.90b
4.40%
-1.50%
-2.80%
1.10%
11%
-0.40%
-1.10%
-15.8%
1.10%
-5.20%
1.60%
0.90%
0.00%

High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
High
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High

Source: Bloomberg * As of 30th April 2020, Table covers select economic indicators, # F: First estimate, T: Third estimate

Economic Events*
Date
08-May-20
11-May-20
15/22-May-20
20-May-20

Critical Events
Italy Sovereign Debt to be rated by
Moody’s
BOJ Summary of Opinions
OECD Publishes Economic Outlook
FOMC Meeting Minutes

What to watch out for / Anticipated
action
Potential rating downgrade

Estimated
impact
High

-

Low
Low
Low

Source: Bloomberg, *Table covers select economic events
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TABLES
Global Equity Indices

2,912
340
5,901
20,194
2,860
33,718
4,230

12.68%
6.24%
4.04%
6.75%
3.99%
14.42%
13.3%

-9.71%
-17.21%
-19.01%
-12.98%
-3.91%
-17.20%
-17.96%

-9.85%
-18.23%
-21.76%
-14.64%
-6.23%
-18.27%
-16.66%

-1.13%
-13.11%
-20.45%
-9.28%
-7.09%
-13.61%
-19.54%

10-Year
Avg. PE
17.92x
19.54x
21.26x
20.16x
14.64x
20.43x
13.87x

2,027

14.4%

-27.37%

-26.70% -26.76%

20.49x

8.07x

10,554
7,113

10.0%
9.3%

-24.17%
-13.75%

-24.41% -29.26%
-15.21% -23.55%

45.82x
18.04x

7.87x
19.06x

Close#
S&P 500 Index
Stoxx Europe 600 Index
FTSE 100 Index
Nikkei Index
Shanghai Composite Index
BSE Sensex
Abu Dhabi Securities
Market Index
Dubai Financial Market
Index
Egyptian Exchange
Tadawul All Share Index

1 Month  3 Month 

YTD 

Y/Y 

BEst PE
22.52x
17.93x
16.53x
16.83x
11.43x
17.57x
13.24x

Source: Bloomberg * As of 30th April 2020

Corporate Credit Total Returns
Close#
US IG Corp
US HY Corp
EUR IG Corp
EUR HY Corp
USD EM Index
USD UAE Liquid Index

3,286
1,992
252
307
1,123
322

1 Month 

3 Month 

5.24%
4.51%
3.73%
6.15%
2.60%
-22.55%

-0.77%
-8.79%
-3.63%
-9.72%
-8.41%
142.15%

YTD 

Y/Y 

1.42%
-8.75%
-2.65%
-9.53%
-7.13%
168.16%

9.85%
-4.15%
-0.49%
-5.57%
-0.82%
152.87%

YTD 

Y/Y 

-64.32%
-69.15%
-20.57%
11.15%
-16.15%
-19.60%
-18.09%

-67.23%
-70.38%
-37.59%
32.09%
2.00%
-10.32%
-19.26%

YTD 

Y/Y 

Source: Bloomberg * As of 30th April 2020

Commodity Performance
Close
Brent ($/bbl)
WTI ($/bbl)
Natural Gas ($/MMBtu)
Gold ($/oz)
Silver ($/kg)
Platinum ($/oz)
Aluminium ($/ton)

#

23.70
18.84
1.66
1,686.50
14.97
777.11
1,459.00

1 Month 

3 Month 

10.39%
-8.01%
-2.92%
6.93%
7.13%
7.47%
-2.24%

-59.12%
-63.87%
-14.43%
7.13%
-16.09%
-20.66%
-15.05%

Source: Bloomberg * As of 30th April 2020

G-10 Currencies Performance
Close#
EUR/USD
USD/CHF
USD/JPY
GBP/USD
USD/AUD
USD/NZD
USD/CAD
USD/SEK
USD/NOK

1.0955
0.9653
107.180
1.2594
1.5356
1.6322
1.3945
9.7579
10.2421

1 Month 
-0.8%
0.7%
-0.5%
1.4%
-5.2%
-1.8%
-1.6%
-2.8%
-2.9%

3 Month 
-1.2%
0.2%
-1.1%
-4.6%
2.7%
5.5%
5.3%
1.4%
11.3%

-2.3%
-0.1%
-1.3%
-5.0%
7.7%
9.8%
7.4%
4.2%
16.6%

-2.2%
-5.2%
-3.8%
-3.5%
7.7%
8.1%
3.7%
2.3%
18.1%

Source: Bloomberg * As of 30th April 2020
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Glossary
BEst: Bloomberg Estimated Ratio – Consensus estimates from various analysts contributing to Bloomberg;
Credit Spread: The difference in yield between two bonds of similar maturity;
DM: Developed Markets – Group of countries that are most developed in terms of their economy and capital markets;
EM: Emerging Markets – Group of countries that have some characteristics of developed market but do not meet the
standards to be developed market;
Duration: A measure of price sensitivity related to an interest rate change;
DXY: Dollar Index – measures the value of USD relative to a basket of foreign currencies;
EPS: Earning Per Share – calculated by dividing the company's net income with its total number of outstanding shares;
FOMC: Federal Open Market Committee – US Fed’s committee which takes key decisions on interest rates and the US’
money supply growth;
HY: High Yield – High return bond with a low credit rating than IG bonds;
IG: Investment Grade – An IG bond has a relatively low risk of default, so low risk with low returns;
Maturity Date: The date on which principal amount of the bond will be paid to the investors;
PE Ratio: Price to Earnings Ratio – Measure of the company’s share price with respect to its EPS;
YTM: Yield to Maturity – The total interest rate earned by an investor, who buys and holds the bond until maturity;
YTW: Yield to Worst – The lowest potential yield that investor receives on a bond, that has callable, puttable, exchangeable,
or any other features;
Sharpe Ratio: A measure of return earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of volatility;
GDP: Gross Domestic Product – The monetary value of all the finished goods and services produced within a country's
borders in a specific time period;
IHS Markit Composite PMI: The Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) calculated by IHS Markit based on monthly surveys of
carefully selected companies representing major and developing economies worldwide;
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General Disclaimer
This report was prepared by the Mashreq Gold Unit of Mashreq Bank PSC (“Mashreq”) in the United Arab Emirates (“U.A.E.”). Mashreq is regulated by the Central Bank of
the U.A.E. This report is provided for informational purposes and private circulation only and should not be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any
security or any other financial instrument or adopt any hedging, trading or investment strategy. Prior to investing in any product, we recommend that you consult with a
professional financial advisor, taking into consideration investment objectives, financial circumstances and tax implication. While based on information believed to be
reliable, we do not guarantee and make no express or implied representation as to the accuracy of this report or complete description of the securities markets or
developments referred to in this report. The information, opinions, forecasts (if any), assumptions or estimates contained in this report are as of the date indicated and are
subject to change at any time without prior notice. The stated price of any securities mentioned in this report is as of the date indicated and is not a representation that
any transaction can be effected at this price. The risks related to investment products described in this report are not all encompassing and investors should refer to the
relevant investment offer document for detailed information and applicable terms and conditions. Investment products, including treasury products, are not guaranteed
by Mashreq or any of its affiliates or subsidiaries unless stated otherwise and are subject to investment risk, including loss of principal. Investment products are not
government insured. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance. US persons (US Citizens; US Green Card Holders; Resident Aliens subject to US income
taxes for IRS purposes) are not eligible for any of the investment products introduced by Mashreq unless stated otherwise. This report is for distribution only under such
circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. Neither Mashreq nor its officers, directors or shareholders or other persons shall be liable for any direct, indirect,
incidental or other damages including loss of profits arising in any way from the information contained in this report. This report is intended solely for the use by the
intended recipients and the contents shall not be reproduced, redistributed or copied in whole or in part for any purpose without Mashreq’s prior express consent.

